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Summary
Interfaces to access geographic data can be designed in a number of ways. When the design takes into
consideration interoperability concerns, the software’s architecture becomes one of the main issues. In the
interfaces that intend to be interoperable, the design often includes a module that is responsible for the
interaction with the user, and another which implements the connection to the GIS. The distribution of tasks
between the user interface and the connection module will be discussed here. The design of an interface that
allows the user to gain access to geographic data stored in one or more GIS, using the Internet as a
communications medium, will be proposed as an alternative.
The architecture of this proposed solution is presented, along with its weak and strong points. In this approach,
direct manipulation and menu selection tools are used to build the user interface. The connection to the GIS
has been implemented to reach a single source of geographic information, but given the interoperability
features included in the interface’s design, the potential to access several different GIS is assured. The use of
Java, a multiplatform, object-oriented language, and its potential to build geographic interfaces based on an
object model, is also discussed.

Objectives
This project has started with the objective of creating “middleware” to allow an user to gain access to
geographic data from several different sources, using a simple object-based model. The intention was to
provide the widest possible range of users with easy and inexpensive access to public GIS data. The initial
concept called for the development of an interface between the user and the GIS. Initially, this interface would
only provide basic data access, and should evolve in the future to support the definition and implementation of
more specialized services. However, the ability to connect simultaneously to different GIS platforms has been
considered important to the success of the project.
As a development platform, the Java language has been chosen. Java includes features that provide for easy
client-server computing, Internet connections and standard database access, in a multiplatform, object-oriented
environment. Furthermore, using Java allows for the development of highly interactive visual interfaces
[Shn92][Mor88], including the possibility of visualizing geographic objects as vectors or images. This can be
used to overcome some of the limitations of current GIS interfaces: [ER95] observes that, for a class of
systems that has visual characteristics as striking as a GIS, the number of non-visual interfaces is impressive.
Java applets can be made available through the Internet (or any Intranet), cutting down on software
maintenance and distribution costs. The Internet also provides an excellent medium for distributed
applications, as required by the project’s objectives.
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GIS Interfaces
[OM96] identify four essential items in an architecture for a GIS interface:
1.

The integration of the interface with the GIS;

2.

The description of the main architecture modules, specifying their functionality and interoperability;

3.

The intermediate representation model and its mapping to the GIS model;

4.

The division of tasks between the GIS and the interface.

Each one of these items will be discussed next.

The Integration of the Interface with the GIS
An interface to access geographic data generally is backed by a GIS, and therefore must communicate with it
somehow. The classification of integration styles (strong and weak) of the interface to the GIS, proposed by
[Voi94], clarifies this point and concludes that weak integration is better, since it ensures GIS independence.
[OCM97] observes the independence from the GIS as a feature present in most modern architectures
([Voi91], [AYA+92], [PMP93], [Voi94], [Rig95], [OM95]). That is, the interface is stable even when the
GIS is changed, or when an additional GIS becomes available to the user. [Shn92] warns that even small
changes in the interface can lead to unpleasant and dangerous mistakes. Greater changes, which are normally
what happens when a GIS is replaced, will require heavy training and will disturb the user in many ways
[KWM+92]. [OM95] emphasizes other benefits from GIS independence, including the worldwide tendency
towards open systems, the improvement on the functionality of each component of the solution (interface and
GIS) and also the possibility of progressively adding new services and functions. The necessity for the
development of a conversion module between the GIS and the interface can be perceived as an
implementation difficulty. This can be complicated, and depending on the GIS the development of low-level
communication routines can be necessary. [OM95] also highlights the necessity for a rich data model,
representing concepts that are present in several GISes.
In the strong integration, the interface is an integral part of the GIS, and therefore there is a very strong
dependence between them. As an advantage, there is the fact that the interface is able to manipulate the
objects in the same way they are stored, leading to a greater efficiency in manipulation and exhibition
operations. But the disadvantages are great, such as the enormous difficulty in incorporating new GISes to the
system, and the dependence on the (not always available, and often not good enough) user interface tools
provided by the GIS developer.

Functionality and Interoperability of the Main Architecture Modules
The architectures of the interfaces presented in [Voi94], [OM95] and [PR95] show some similarities. All of
them have a user interaction module, a database connection module and a module dedicated to converting
geographic objects from GIS’ format to the interface’s format and back.
The user interaction module generally depends on the operating system, or on operating system tools, in order
to be able to control user keyboard or mouse actions. This module also generates the presentation of the
results of user queries.
The conversion module translates the data format used by the GIS into the interface’s representation format. It
is also the responsibility of this module to convert user actions into queries formulated in a language accepted
by the GIS. The connection task is also executed by this module, such as in [OM95] and [Voi94]. [OM95]
presents a special module to deal specifically with the user’s view of the data.
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Mapping to the GIS Model
Most of the times, the interface has its own representation model, and each GIS that supports the interface, in
case there is more than one, certainly will have its own model. Therefore, it is necessary to create a mapping
between the representations contained in the GIS to the respective representations in the interface.
[Voi94] states that the mapping should be made in a higher level, and must allow for the conversion of one
representation (GIS) to the other (interface). This must be accomplished through a model that perceives the
vision both sides have of the problem. It is also observed that this mapping is not 1 to 1, but m to n. [Voi95]
suggests that this model can be defined using a functional language such as FGD [BP92].
[OM95] presents a module set aside solely for this function, the data model module, which is the responsible
for providing the user with a vision of the underlying GIS, according to the data model in use. It is also
stressed the idea that the data model should be broad enough to accomodate concepts used in different GISes.

The Division of Tasks Between Interface and GIS
It is very important to be able to clearly separate the functions of the interface itself from the tasks that are the
exclusive responsibility of the GIS. Consider the following situation: a set of objects is currently represented
in the user’s display screen, and he needs to obtain specific data (spatial or not) about an object that is already
on the screen. Since it has been displayed, the object could also, depending on the underlying architecture, be
present in some intermediate data structure on the memory. The temptation to leave this task to the interface is
great, but it must be observed that the responsibility for identifying objects on the screen is the GIS’
responsibility, not the interface’s. The interface must again request the object that has been identified by, say,
the mouse click, to the GIS. Even though this operation should be transparent to the user, it is fundamentally
important to establish the limits of the interface’s functionality. There is no consensus around this point in the
literature. [Voi95] considers that the tendency is to build increasingly faster, more efficient and more
intelligent tools, and that as many tasks as possible should be designated to the interface, even though the
general lack of standards for the representation and interchange of geographic data constitutes a great
impediment to the wide adoption of this solution. On the other hand, [OM96] considers that not having a clear
division of tasks generally causes code redundancy, since the interface functions are repeated several times
for each type of analysis. Furthermore, this creates difficulty to the maintenance and evolution of the GIS.
[Fer92] also observes that the GIS developers are starting to rewrite their code in order to create an isolation
between the user interface and the algorithms and processing functions.

Summary
It is clear that the choice of the architecture will strongly influence the ease of development of the interface as
well as its interoperability capability. As to the development, it can be emphasized that, in a loosely integrated
architecture, several user interface construction tools can be used, resulting in an interface that is more
flexible and therefore more adaptable to the user’s needs. As to interoperability, a desirable feature in the
GISes of the next generation [Cam95], it becomes clear that an architecture that adequately defines the roles
of each interface module, as well as the role of the GIS, and also incorporates a representation that is adequate
to the user’s mental model, has a greate chance of being successful. Such an architecture will isolate the user
from the specific implementation problems of the underlying GISes.

The Architecture
A general architecture for the interface will be proposed next. The idea is to create mechanisms to translate
user actions into geographic database operations, treating information coming from the database to allow for
visualization and other forms of manipulation. These mechanisms assume a clear separation between the part
of the system that deals directly with user interaction, and another that communicates with the GIS (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 – Conceptual model for the interface
In a conventional database, information can be displayed basically in the same format they are stored, with no
need for changes in their structure or abstraction level. GIS, on the other hand, store information in more
complex structures, that need to be shaped into a more convenient display format [PR95]. Furthermore,
different GISes use different geometric structures to represent objects, thus requiring geographic information
retrieval code that must be specifically developed for each GIS. Likewise, there is no single standard for
geographic query languages, and a certain degree of translation is required in order to achieve generalized
access to GIS data.
The conceptual schema presented in Figure 1 evolved into the physical model presented in Figure 2, with the
incorporation of other guidelines for this work: development using Java, in order to accomplish platform
independence, and the access to the geographic database through the Internet. Therefore, in the physical model
it was decided that the interface would be implemented with two modules. The first one, called Manipulator,
is the responsible for direct user interaction. This module will receive commands from the user, and will send
these commands to the other module, called Extractor. The latter will execute all necessary communication
with the GIS, and will return any retrieved objects to the Manipulator, which in turn will present them to the
user. The objects that are returned from the Extractor are standardized, in a way that is similar to the object
model that is defined by the OpenGIS Consortium [MB96]. This standard is independent from the GIS that is
used to manage the geographic data, and it is the Extractor’s task to implement methods that will interpret
and decode information retrieved from the GIS, and to rearrange everything into the standard object format.
With this, the Manipulator becomes completely independent from the GIS from which objects are being
extracted, while the Extractor needs to be specifically developed to interact with a specific GIS. In this
conception, the Extractor functions as a filtering and standardizing layer, acting on data coming from or
going to the GIS. Extending this concept a bit further, it becomes feasible to access several geographic
databases, either separately or simultaneously, without the need to inform neither the Manipulator nor the
user. This effectively incorporates to the architecture the possibility of interoperating different GISes, since
the user gets indistinguishable, simultaneous access to information maintained by each one of them.
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Figure 2 – Physical model for the interface
According to the classification proposed in [Voi94], notice that the Manipulator is loosely coupled to the
GIS, since it is isolated from the GIS by the Extractor. Now, the Extractor is strongly coupled to the GIS,
since it needs to know details about the way the GIS works, in order to fulfill the translation of commands and
the reformatting of objects. With this, it becomes possible to combine the advantages of each coupling model,
while preserving the desired isolation between user interface and GIS retrieval code.
It is also important to notice that in the proposed architecture, the interface does not take over geoprocessing
tasks, that are the responsibility of the GIS, and which belong to the GIS’ functionality. These functions can be
accessed through the mechanisms already proposed, keeping the interface simple and compact. Considering
that the intention is to use the Internet as a medium to access the GIS, even with all its congestion and
response time problems, it is fundamentally important to avoid the execution of spatial processing and
information retrieval tasks by the interface (which is a really great temptation, considering the great processing
power and memory capacity of today’s average client microcomputer). This option may lead to some
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performance loss, but it can be counterbalanced by the advantages that emerge from the stability and
independence of the interface.
The high interoperability potential of this solution could only be achieved using the object-oriented software
development principles recommended by [Mey88]. That article indicates that routines containing an oversized
share of knowledge about the overall system have a very high potential for producing problems. If this
happens, adding any new type, or modifying an already existent type, can have an impact over each routine in
the system. [Mey88] quotes “Ne sutor ultra crepidam, the shoemaker should not look into anything beyond
the shoe. This is one of the software project principles.” As an example, observe that a routine that performs a
rotation on objects of the type Shape does not need to know anything about the classes that derive from Shape.
This principle becomes clear in the geographic object drawing routine that will be described in detail further
ahead. That routine can be understood as the capability for each object to draw itself on the screen. The
implementation is specific for each type of geographic object, following the method established by the
superclass that defines geographic objects.

The Extractor
The Extractor module has been developed as a Java class. This class is the responsible for extracting
geographic objects from the GIS, sending them over to the Manipulator. Since the object formats used by the
GIS and by the Manipulator differ, this class is also responsible for converting objects from the GIS into the
Manipulator’s format.
As implemented, the Extractor is totally dependent on the source of data, and it must be rewritten, modified
or specialized for each update that occurs on the GIS that is coupled to the system. Its implementation can be
extended to provide access to more than one GIS, using a set of parameters that indicate from which GIS each
layer of information should be retrieved. So, when called by the Manipulator, the Extractor will return a
instance of the desired class according to the parameters. Let’s say that the Manipulator needs a layer that is
stored on GIS_03. The parameters will be the name of the layer and the number of the GIS. Both are part of
the parameter set. According to these parameters, Extractor will return to Manipulator a class that is derived
from itself, Extractor_03, that knows how to deal with GIS_03 and will provide all the service that
Manipulator needs. Since Extractor_03 is a specialization of Extractor, it provides all the services that
its superclass provides, and therefore Manipulator doesn’t have to know if it is dealing with Extractor itself
or one of its subclasses.

General Operation
The Extractor needs to obtain some information before initiating its operation:
•

What is the current geographic space, defined as a rectangle using two geographic points, and
corresponding to the current zoom window limits;

•

What are the currently activated layers, that is, layers that will be visible.

The first information can be retrieved from the class geographic_space, that contains all information on
the coordinates domain, as well as the definition of the current geographic space. The second information is
kept by the Manipulator, and will be sent over to the Extractor whenever geographic object retrieval
services are requested.
In order to execute fundamental operations, such as zooming, two different kinds of selection are combined: a
spatial selection of objects within or over the border of a given rectangle, and a selection of objects that
belong to one of the activated layers.
The Extractor implements the following selection services:
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•

retrieving and sending all geographic objects from all requested layers within a given rectangle;

•

given a coordinate pair, retrieve all objects from the currently active layers that are located on that point
or that contain that point;

•

given an alphanumeric identifier (see geographic object definition), retrieve the associated geographic
object.

Caching
When the Internet is involved, one should always think of mechanisms to avoid excessive network traffic. The
proposed architecture facilitates the implementation of local buffers or caches that will increase the
performance of the application. The necessity of these buffers at the client side of an Internet application is
mentioned in [Cam95]. [OCM97] mentions that this task is usually performed by the DBMS, but in the case of
a GIS application it should be performed by the interface.
Since extracting geographic objects from the database is the Extractor’s task, therefore it should also be
responsible for caching. The factors that can influence the architecture of such cache are many, among them
the storage capacity of the client machine and the probability of repeated request of objects, based on
proximity or relationship to already retrieved objects. A very simple cache, based only on proximity, and
taking advantage of the spatial indexing logic, was implemented. The important thing here is to demonstrate
the necessity of this kind of service, and to show how it can be implemented without further impact on the
Manipulator, while preserving the interoperability potential of the proposed architecture. As a result, we
achieve the benefits of weak coupling, keeping the Manipulator unaware of the data retrieval mechanisms,
and the benefits of strong coupling, since the Extractor can benefit from its specific knowledge of the GIS to
implement the caching mechanism.

The Manipulator
The Manipulator is responsible for the interaction with the user. Through the Manipulator the user will be
able to execute operations like object selection, zooming, searching, thematic mapping, and so on. The user
can double-click a mouse button and select a geographic object, and can also use the mouse to select a menu
command or perform a zoom.
The user requests are sent by the Manipulator to the Extractor. The Extractor translates the requests to a
format that the GIS can understand. When the Extractor receives the answer from the GIS, it prepares from it
a response to the Manipulator, in the form of geographic objects. These objects are members of a class called
geographic_object. The exhibition of the results will be produced by the Manipulator, using the
methods available within the geographic_object class. As a result, the Manipulator code needs to deal
only with user interaction and object display.
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Figura 3 - General Manipulator working schema
The clear distinction between the tasks of the Manipulator (user interaction and exhibition of results) and the
extractor (communication between the GIS and the Manipulator) follows one of the basic principles
mentioned in [OM95]: a greater degree of specialization of the software modules will facilitate the integration
of new modules in the future, and the progressive incorporation of additional services and functions.

OpenGIS and Geographic Objects
Standards facilitate the sharing, integration and transference of data. Although the most common standards are
the ones directed to data transfer, there are others that regard specification languages and metadata [CCH+96].
One of these standards is under development by the OpenGIS consortium. The OpenGIS data schema defines
two basic types of data: feature and coverage. These types correspond to the ones described by [Cou92] and
[CFS94]: geo-fields and geo-objects. We will focus here on the feature type (geo-object), that corresponds to
the geographic objects that have been implemented. It contains three components that are specified in
[MB96]:
•

geometry: a description of the geometry of the phenomenon with an associated spatial and/or temporal
reference model;

•

semantics: a description of how the phenomenon is defined in the lexicon of a particular group;

•

metadata: contains information needed to position the phenomenon in the context of the application
environment user community.
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The geographic object actually implemented follows partially the OpenGIS guidelines. Some simplifications
were made, such as making use of a unique reference system and disregarding a temporal reference system.
The geographic objects are implemented as an abstract class called geographic_object, reflecting only
OpenGIS features, and saving the implementation of coverages for later. To do this the class
geographic_object was specialized as vectorial_geographic_object. The latter was further
specialized in three new classes: Polygon, Line, and Point. Basic services, provided by the
geographic_object class, include methods that enable a geographic object to draw itself on the screen,
to draw its identifier on the screen and to return a list of its attributes. These methods are only declared in the
abstract class, and are actually implemented by the subclasses.
When a new GIS is made available to the interface, geographic_object needs to be specialized, and the
defined methods must be implemented. The extractor class must also be specialized to communicate with
the new GIS. Of course, if any of the available classes can fulfill the needs of the new GIS, they can be used.
So, we can see that the integration between the Manipulator and the Extractor is achieved through the use of
geographic objects. The Manipulator just has to know how to work with them, or one of the subclasses.
Thus, interoperability is achieved and the stability of the interface (the manipulator) is assured.

Conclusion
Results achieved with the initial implementation of the above described interface indicate that the proposed
architecture, even though it carries the burden of translating data between the GIS and the user interface, has
benefits that overcome its limitations. Among the main benefits, we can mention the adherence to open
systems concepts, the concentration on the basic functional roles of each component (Manipulator,
Extractor and GIS), and the possibility to progressively incorporate new services and functions. Furthermore,
the strong coupling between the Extractor and the GIS brings the opportunity for optimization and
performance gains, due to specific knowledge of the GIS internal routines, while respecting the basic
interoperability rules through the weak coupling between the Manipulator and the Extrator.
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